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Faithlife Discounts Logos 8 Bible Software to Help
Pastors and Church Leaders Continue Effective
Ministry During COVID-19
BELLINGHAM, Wash., April 1, 2020 - Makers of Logos Bible Software, Faithlife, have
made Logos 8—their widely used program trusted by renowned Bible scholars including
John Piper, Kay Arthur and many more—available at a special 30% discount in hopes
of lightening the new load many pastors and church leaders are experiencing in
maintaining ministry operations and outreach during this season of social distancing.
“Ministry and church operations have been flipped upside down within recent weeks,”
said Faithlife Founder and CEO Bob Pritchett. “In addition to being physically apart from
many of their colleagues, these leaders now lack access to the many resources they
rely on to do their jobs well. Logos 8 can fill in that gap by bringing a wealth of consult
commentaries, devotionals, Bible dictionaries and so much more, straight to their
phone, tablet or computer.”
In addition to this unprecedented Logos 8 discounted price, Faithlife has also extended
its free trial to Faithlife Connect, a rich resource of uplifting entertainment designed to
keep students and families connected with one another and God’s Word as they spend
more time at home.
“We desire that making our Bible study resource Logos 8 more financially available is a
blessing to those who are working so hard during these difficult days to make the rest of
the world feel blessed,” said Pritchett. “It is vital that leaders continue to keep their cups
filled, and it is our hope that these new discounts will make it easier for them to keep
pouring.”

To learn more about Logos 8, visit https://www.logos.com/basepackages.
To learn more about Faithlife Connect, visit https://faithlife.com/coronavirus-family.
Additionally, Faithlife has compiled a number of resources for church leaders, pastors,
families and seminary students, many of which are currently free or being offered at a
discounted rate, available at https://faithlife.com/coronavirus.
About Faithlife
Faithlife Corporation, based in Bellingham, Washington, has been using technology to
equip the Church to grow in the light of the Bible for more than 25 years. Since 1992,
Faithlife has developed multiple tools including church presentation software, academic
study resources, e-books, and Logos Bible Software. For more information, visit
Faithlife.com.
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